


Oberoi Architects is a multidisciplinary Architecture and

Interior Design firm. Being extraordinary compared to

other Architecture firms in Gurgaon, our work incorporates

some assorted and one of a kind undertaking, for example,

Luxury Villas, High end living spaces, Comfortable Guest

Houses making ideal use of room and different limitations.

Our firm holds commitment in giving individual

thoughtfulness regarding every customer directly from the

primary connection to conveying the completed venture

which makes it convenient for every customer to share

their perspectives and thoughts at each progression

alongside consistent expert direction.

Our Services include Architecture, Turnkey Execution and

Interior Designing & Landscaping.



CONSECUTIVELY THREE TIMES THE WINNER OF DESIGN AWARD

We are a consistent winner of the Houzz Award in design category, as our portfolio included some of the most

popular images on Houzz in 2018, 2019 and 2020 consecutively. Our firm was chosen by the more than 40 million

monthly unique users that comprise the Houzz community from among more than 2.5 million active home

building, renovating and design industry professionals.

The Best Of Houzz: Design Award honors talented and service-oriented group of design professionals whose work

was the most popular among the Houzz Community.







These luxury villas render a remarkable sense of space and

lush surroundings which are great for family time. Outdoor

decks, in house pools and landscaped gardens serve as

expansive entertaining areas with mood lighting.







TEXT

These Villas were built using high architectural

aesthetics, fully harmonized with the simplicity

and class in each corner of the space.





These small yet contemporary villas seem to have it all;

a modern design with focus on space optimization and

well-equipped spaces providing natural light in each

corner.





These luxurious residences give client the opportunity to fully experience the spectacular view of the area

through an expansive outdoor entertaining area or terrace gardens. These residences also focus on

neutral yet contemporary aesthetics which appeal to all class of clients.







These residences mark expansive outdoor entertaining areas at each floor with artful illumination

around, royal bedrooms and bathrooms huge lobbies and comfortable yet contemporary living.









These type of residencies cater to the needs of each client. The open plan concept is used here for integrating

indoor & outdoor spaces, maximizing the benefits of the site location and optimum usage of the given area.





Guest houses have been designed to provide well furnished rooms with plenty of natural light and fresh

air. Giving a sense of comfort and luxury at the same time.
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